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BBC - Murder in Mind
This movie is Dark, Suspenseful. More Like This. Coming Soon. A teenager finds her world turned upside down when she discovers the
disturbing truth lurking in her sleepy Danish town. From the creators of "The Rain. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Error rating book. Refresh and
try again. Open Preview See a Problem? Details if other :. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Return to Book Page. Preview — Murder in
Mind by Cheryl Bradshaw. If you were given a second chance to catch your sister's killer--would a lifetime behind bars be justice enough, or
would you make him pay, with his life? Three years have passed without a trace of the killer until today, when a young woman's body is
discovered in front of the local supermarket. Now Sloane is faced with the most difficult challenge of her life--finding a man who's a master at



concealing his identity before he kills again.

Enter the mind of Sam Reids, a serial killer who slashes his trademark letter S into the wrist of his female victims before he discards their body in
the same place he found them. Who is he, and why does he prey on innocent women? Get A Copy. Kindle Edition , pages. More Details Original
Title. Sloane Monroe 2. Other Editions 7. Friend Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. To ask other readers
questions about Murder in Mind , please sign up. Is it necessary to read the first book in the series? Are any references made to it? See 1 question
about Murder in Mind…. Lists with This Book. This book is not yet featured on Listopia. Add this book to your favorite list ». Community
Reviews. Showing Average rating 4. Rating details.

More filters. Sort order. Start your review of Murder in Mind Sloane Monroe, 2. Review - This is the second book in the Sloane Monroe series,
you can see my review of the first in the series Black Diamond Death here. This one follow the first one a few months later, Nick and Sloane are
living together but everything isn't like they wanted it to be. Nick is a little bit of a control freak, who doesn't want Sloane taking dangerous cases.
This book focus around the Sinnerman who was the killer that is responsible for Sloane's sisters murder as well as many other young women. H
Review - This is the second book in the Sloane Monroe series, you can see my review of the first in the series Black Diamond Death here.
However the cops never caught him and he went into hiding for several years. Suddenly he's back killing again, this time he's made it personal he's
targeting Sloane. When Sinnerman was last on his killing spree Sloane had a hard time getting the cops to work with her it's much the same this
time.

Thanks to her best friend Maddie who happens to be a medical examiner has also kept her in the loop but the local cops are trying to keep her
out. In part because Sinnerman is infatuated with Sloane and part because she's a civilian. Thankfully in the last book Sloane made a friend when
she saved Daniela from being abused by Parker in the first one. Her brother Giovanni gave Sloane a card with his number telling her if she needs
his help to let call. When she runs into road blocks with the cops she reaches out to Giovanni. With the help of Giovanni's brother a FBI agent, and
his connections she has a chance to find Sinnerman. She follows a paper trail that leads them to his father's house, however his father hasn't seem
him in twenty years. As the book progress's Sinnerman has let his obsession for Sloane cause him to leave loose ends forcing him to clean up after
himself. This book kept me on the edge of my seat through most of it.

I was thrilled that Sloane would have the chance to go after her sister's killer. She deserved the chance to bring her sister justice and I loved that
part of the book. I also love the relationship between Sloane and Giovanni he's a much better partner for her. This book is well written just like the
first, however I think this one was way better then the first one even though the first one is still really good.

I liked that chemistry of the relationships in the book, as well as reading about Sloane getting close Sinnerman. I really enjoy reading the books in
the series and look forward to reading number 3 next. Looks like I found myself another favorite series to follow! The fact that book 2 is more
compelling than the first of which, in itself, I was quite satisfied is a very good sign. I like the direction the author is going - with the new mafia king
boyfriend. There is huge potential for what a person like Giovanni could add to Sloane's life story. Admittedly, it did seem a little Looks like I
found myself another favorite series to follow! Admittedly, it did seem a little 'convenient' to have had those resources served up on a silver platter
exactly when she needed it most It reminds me a little of the In Death series J.

D Robb aka Nora Roberts has going on. The access to all kinds of "extras" that play a huge role in helping Eve solve her cases, provided to her by
her ultra rich husband who operates a little, shall we say, 'under the radar'. To have everything and anything available in materials or information,
regardless of cost or legality - Sloane will be an investigative star in no time!

Giovanni, his FBI agent brother and his bodyguarding 'goons' could be the start of a really good thing! She has brains, guts and grit and she lets
nothing stand in her way. Sloane intrigues me and I feel myself wanting to learn more about her. She is keeping herself encased within a veil, of
sorts. She's holding back and it only makes me want to keep on reading and gain a more accurate perception. Nothing thus far has been said
about her family other than her sister who had been one of Sinnerman's victims a few years prior. Very little is offered about her past per
installment, thus saving something good for each next book. A good tactic for the author to use, this way we don't ever get bored. Highly
Recommended. Every once in a while I need to read something mindless like this very lightweight crime thriller, the second in a series of books
about Private Investigator Sloane Monroe.

I've said this before, and I'll probably say it again: authors of Kindle freebies need get their work professionally edited. View all 8 comments. Nigel
Hawthorne Dr. Jason Scott Lee Holloway. Gailard Sartain Charlie. Jon Cedar Superior Officer. Andrew Morahan Director. View All Critic
Reviews 0. See Movies in Theaters. There are no approved quotes yet for this movie. Best Horror Movies. Worst Superhero Movies. Best
Netflix Series and Shows. Go back. More trailers. Y: The Last Man: Season 1. The Morning Show: Season 2. Scenes From a Marriage: Season
1. American Rust: Season 1. Sex Education: Season 3. The Premise: Season 1. Finding Alice: Season 1. No Score Yet. Back to Life: Season 2.
Nailed It! The Harper House: Season 1.

He-Man and the Masters of the Universe: Season 1. Only Murders in the Building: Season 1. Clickbait: Season 1. Money Heist: Season 5.
Lucifer: Season 6. On the Verge: Season 1.

Murder in Mind (Sloane Monroe, #2) by Cheryl Bradshaw

More like this. Watch options. Storyline Edit. The L. Ellis, a hypnotherapist, takes her back in time; with the police listening, a pattern of spousal
abuse emerges. When each trance ends, however, the woman, Carolyn Walker, wonders if those repressed memories are true. Ellis guides her
through her trial, testifies himself, and continues treatment after the verdict is in. Carolyn's memory and well-being get worse after the trial, not
better. She misses some therapy sessions, and Dr. Ellis comes to see her at home. Snatches of memory come and go. Can he help her remember
what really happened? Are the cops satisfied justice has been done? Truth is the deadliest illusion of all. Add content advisory.



Did you know Edit. Trivia Filmed for a theatrical release but was released straight-to-video instead. Goofs In most U. Hence, so-called
"hypnotically-refreshed" testimony is considered unreliable in a court of law. User reviews 12 Review. Top review. Surprisingly good. I caught this
one on cable and I was very surprised. Steady direction and some good performances accent a twisty and very engaging story.

This one will keep you up all night thinking about what was real and what wasn't. Details Edit. Release date April 24, South Korea. United
Kingdom United States. Mente asesina. Box office Edit. Technical specs Edit. Runtime 1h 28min. Related news. William Collins. Anthony
Horowitz. More like this. Watch options. Storyline Edit. The stories of this series journey through a kaleidoscope of human emotions: anger,
hatred, bitterness, remorse, guilt, horror. In this psychological study of humanity on the edge of an abyss, some of the series' murderers get away
with it, some of them don't. Amongst the subject matter is euthanasia, accidental murder, contract killing, revenge and even a sleepwalker who
knows she's done something but not what or to whom.

Crime Drama Mystery Thriller. Add content advisory. User reviews 5 Review. Top review. Not A Comedy. I have yet to see a comedic, dark or
otherwise, episode. This is an excellent show, well-written and usually has a good twist. MsFB Aug 10, Details Edit. Release date April 22, United
Kingdom. United Kingdom. BBC United Kingdom. Technical specs Edit. Runtime 1h. Related news. Jun 24 HeyUGuys. Contribute to this page
Suggest an edit or add missing content.

The Top Secret: Murder in Mind | Netflix

I prefer the perspective of the investigation, and intelligent detective work. Unfortunately no smart investigation here. Here, the law enforce Luckily
this was a free book, because such a generic story wouldn't be worth the money spent. Here, the law enforcement officers are all spoiled children
or idiots. I felt no connection, no depth, no personality. What a waste. I found I liked the second book of this series much better than I liked the
first. Unlike the first book this one didn't seem to be racing to the conclusion. It was drawn out and actually had me flipping the pages wondering
what new development the author had in store for me.

I also found the main character, Slosne Monroe, to be better developed. Having said that, I found myself more then slightly annoyed with Sloane.
She is portrayed as this tough, independent woman but she leaves one relations I found I liked the second book of this series much better than I
liked the first. She is portrayed as this tough, independent woman but she leaves one relationship only to find herself in another relationship with a
man she barely knows. To me it seems out of character, the author can't have it both ways. On to the next in the series because I just can't help
myself.

Like Black Diamond Death , the story was solid, but littered with punctuation errors. Jun 12, Ted Tayler rated it really liked it. A quick, easy read
with a solid, cast of characters. They may be a tad stereotypical, but the story line and dialogue held everything together. I wish I'd read Book One
now. Mar 23, Henry rated it really liked it Shelves: mystery , fiction , cheryl-bradshaw. My first Sloane Monroe mystery and I really enjoyed it.
Apr 05, Shannie rated it it was amazing Shelves: kindle-obsession.

Loved it. Creepy serial killer. It had been three long years since he felt the steady churn of butterflies in his stomach, but the anticipation of the
nights soon-to-be events made it all worthwhile. They were all spaced two inches apart in single-file formation on a shelf. In total, there were fifteen
glass bottles. Each container had a white label about the size of a Post-It note affixed to the front with the date and a name written in thick black
marker. Bradshaw, Cheryl Pixie Publishing. Kindle Edition. Sinnerman is an awesome read. Once I had started reading Sinnerman I couldn't put it
down. Sinnerman is the second book in the Sloane Monroe series. Cheryl Bradshaw did a fantastic job writing this book. Sloane Monroe is a PI
whose sister was murdered 3 years ago by a serial killer who goes by the name of Sinnerman. He hasn't killed for three years and when he returns
Sloane is determined to find out who he is and to bring him to justice. Sloane has a new found friend who helps her and protects he Sinnerman is
an awesome read.

Sloane has a new found friend who helps her and protects her without being over bearing like Nick usually is. His name is Giovanni Luciani. We
met Gio at the end of the first book Black Diamond Death. She wasn't sure what to think of him. If you are looking for a fantastic series to read
then I suggest you read the Sloane Monroe Series by starting with Black Diamond Death. As you might guess from only two stars--and maybe it
should have been one, this was not much of a book, in my estimation. The cover art is creepy--wouldn't make me want to buy the book! The title
comes, it seems, from a Nina Simone song--her mother was a minister and against sin and evil. Madison, now a PI had a sister who was killed
some years back by the Sinnerman, who gets a chance to voice himself now and then. He wants to be the firs As you might guess from only two
stars--and maybe it should have been one, this was not much of a book, in my estimation. He wants to be the first serial killer who murders twins.

Madison ditches her overbearing cop lover, and here is where one especially implausible part occurs--Out of the blue, Giovanni and a passel of
relatives and buddies shows up to help her find Sinnerman! Go figure! View 1 comment. Private Investigator Sloane Monroe has solved every
case that's come across her desk with the exception of one - the brutal murder of sister Gabrielle. This book focus around the Sinnerman who was
the killer that is responsible for Sloane's sisters murder, as well as many other young women. Suddenly he's back killing again, this time he's made it
personal - he's targeting Sloane. If you can get past the inappropriate use of apostrophes, some incorrect wording and "all of the sudden" instead
of "all of a sudden" this book will entertain you.

If those are your major pet peeves In the second book in this series, serial killings become very personal for PI Sloane Monroe. Some chapters
were written in third person from the point of view of the villain, and the rest were written in first person from the point of view of the protagonist.
The personal life of the main characters continues to develop from the first book. A thriller but not at all like I thought. Sloane swore to get her
sister's murderer plus many others and she did. The chase was the good part. The finale was a little bit of a let down-not as much action as I
normally would expect. In all I did enjoy Sinnerman and will be reading the third in the series in the near future. Another quick and fun read. There
were numerous typographical errors in the book, which frustrated me as they drew my attention away from what I was reading.

This book was good like the first one, but felt like it was more personal since the PI was also trying to solve her sister's murder from years prior. A



lot of it is still highly improbable and there seemed to be some major personality changes in a couple of people between the 1st book and this
second in the series but I enjoyed the story and the quick pace. Formulaic serial killer story. Decent read. Didn't change my world, but I would
read another book by the same author.

I haven't read the volume 1 but this was written so you understand what the history behind this was. Well written and kept my interest. A fast
smooth read. I like it This was a really good mystery. Kept me on my toes wondering what would happen next and there was the light love story. I
really enjoyed this book! Sloane the PI really had her job cut out for her. This is the second Sloane Monroe book of Bradshaw and was all that I
expected.

Will be reading the third book in a while hoping the same quality and suspense. Loved this book!! The story held me till I had to finish and at this
moment my eyes are so tired!! This kept me on th edge of my seat. Enough said. This book made me want to read more. I apologize for
inconvenience. After a few chapters, I was gritting my teeth. I made it through this not-a-police-procedural by skimming much of the time. I did
read the beginning, middle and ending, and I finished this book, so I could review it without a DNF.

A fantasy! Jun 18, Jerry B rated it liked it. Sloane Monroe series. In this particular tale, Sloane is hunting the probable killer of her sister, now a
cold case, when some new murders echo the MO of that earlier killing and a few others. While we did not find the plot overly original, it was
suspenseful and held our interest even when the villain is identified to us readers late in the game. Jul 21, Robert Crouch rated it it was amazing. I
love novels where it gets personal. When the killings begin again, with the same hallmarks as three years ago, private eye Sloane Monroe knows
Sinnerman is back. H I love novels where it gets personal. Her personal relationship with Nick suffers and animosities with the local police threaten
to derail her quest until help comes from an unexpected corner. The pace is perfect. The tension creeps up with each chapter to a thrilling climax.

The stakes rise when Sinnerman takes more victims. In the process, he reveals more and more of the neglect and suffering he endured as a child,
which led to his killing spree. This outing for Sloane is much darker and more engaging than the first novel and shows that cosy crime can have bite
and grit without stretching the boundaries too far. Think Kinsey Millhone with an extra helping or two of grit and attitude. Thoroughly
recommended and I already have the third in the series on my Kindle. Sloane is a private investigator, working with the local police and FBI on a
string of murders committed by Sinnerman, the same killer who took the life of Sloane's sister years earlier. When Monroe challenges Sinnerman in
a newspaper interview, she puts herself directly in the path of a serial killer the police seem unable to catch. Bradshaw shows quite a talent for
creating a bas-ass, strong-willed fema This is the second book I have read in Cheryl Bradshaw's best-selling Sloane Monroe series.

Bradshaw shows quite a talent for creating a bas-ass, strong-willed female PI, whose only flaw seems to be her choice of relationships. The
storyline is nicely crafted, and the action is riveting. The reader is told early on who the Sinnerman really is, but his craftiness makes you wonder if
he will make a mistake before Monroe's time runs out. This is a great series for fans of the thriller genre who like strong female characters. Readers
also enjoyed. About Cheryl Bradshaw. Cheryl Bradshaw. Cheryl Bradshaw is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author writing in
the genres of mystery, thriller, romantic suspense, supernatural suspense, and poetry.

She is a Shamus Award finalist for best PI novel, an eFestival of Words winner for best thriller of the year, and has published over forty books
since Book se Cheryl Bradshaw is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author writing in the genres of mystery, thriller, romantic
suspense, supernatural suspense, and poetry. A series of flashbacks take us back to the events leading up to his last criminal court case as a QC;
the violent murder of a high-class prostitute Kensit.

Two friends move into the basement flat of a landlord Stuke , who exhibits unusual behaviours. At the same time, a series of murders of local
women are being reported in the local press. As one, Emily, gets closer to him, Lucy becomes increasingly suspicious of him. A surgeon Pearson
suffers recurring nightmares of being chased in woodland as a young boy. Can he unravel the mystery of his memories? After a bank error results
in a struggling business owner Waterman losing his business, house and marriage, he decides to get revenge After a Victorian skeleton is found on
her estate, a young woman Fitzgerald starts to experience strange happenings in the night.

She calls for help from a psychic Rhys and they uncover parallels with the present. After making a new life, a pub landlord Kemp finds his past
catching up with him in the form of old acquaintance Chaz Davis , who needs one last favour Children's author Hat Vezey Little attempts to avoid
an infatuated stalker Morrissey , who becomes increasingly dangerous. A woman Rigg is found dead, apparently from suicide. However, as the
police dig deeper, the suicide is not all that it appears. Three city workers Theakston, Raji James and Andrew Clover hire a hitman Faith to
prevent their fraudulent secret being revealed but after the 'mark' dies of natural causes, they believe that the deal is over. An unscrupulous landlord
Lyndhurst rents a flat to a young student, who is overcome by fumes from a faulty boiler. He must then take desperate steps to cover his tracks.

After a confrontation with the son of a local criminal, a father Dunbar finds that events start to spiral out of control. He starts to suspect that Alex
Salmon , a Police officer and boyfriend of his ex-wife Baxendale , is involved. A mild-mannered Indian shopkeeper Patel is being increasingly
harassed and threatened by racist thugs. One night, in a surprising show of strength, he kills the chief troublemaker, but how is he to cover his
tracks, especially under the scrutiny of his overbearing wife Wadia , a very determined detective Healy on his case and his daughter's wedding
coming up? Well, he does have one friend who might be able to help him From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved 4 February Retrieved
6 March The Guardian. Anthony Horowitz.

Trigger Mortis Forever and a Day The House of Silk Moriarty Magpie Murders Moonflower Murders Horowitz Horror Categories : British
television series debuts British television series endings s British anthology television series s British crime drama television series BBC anthology
television shows BBC crime television shows BBC television dramas English-language television shows Murder in television. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Nederlands Edit links. Crime drama Thriller. Mal Young Christopher Moss. Starring David Suchet and Gillian Kearney. Starring Susannah Harker
and Reece Dinsdale.



Murder in Mind - Rotten Tomatoes

Watch offline. Available to download. This movie is Dark, Suspenseful. More Like This. Coming Soon. A teenager finds her world turned upside
down when she discovers the disturbing truth lurking in her sleepy Danish town. From the creators of "The Rain. But the queen bee among her
classmates has other ideas. The stories of this series journey through a kaleidoscope of human emotions: anger, hatred, bitterness, remorse, guilt,
horror. In this psychological study of humanity on the edge of an abyss, some of the series' murderers get away with it, some of them don't.
Amongst the subject matter is euthanasia, accidental murder, contract killing, revenge and even a sleepwalker who knows she's done something
but not what or to whom. Crime Drama Mystery Thriller.

Add content advisory. User reviews 5 Review. Top review. Not A Comedy. I have yet to see a comedic, dark or otherwise, episode. This is an
excellent show, well-written and usually has a good twist. MsFB Aug 10, Details Edit. Release date April 22, United Kingdom. United Kingdom.
BBC United Kingdom. Technical specs Edit. Runtime 1h. Related news. Jun 24 HeyUGuys.

Contribute to this page Suggest an edit or add missing content. Top Gap. By what name was Murder in Mind officially released in Canada in
English? See more gaps Learn more about contributing. Edit page. Hispanic and Latino Hollywood Icons.
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